TIME TO REFLECT
Trip Advisor
Hello reader. I am again quoting from my brother Irv and his wife Kathy
who experienced a memorable trip to Spain. "We began our adventure
in Madrid with three million people and a metropolitan population of
over six million. We fell in love with this city and "labelled" it our
favourite city. We toured the Royal Palace and were intrigued with the
luxury in which Royalty lived. We took the "fast train" from Madrid to
Barcelona reaching a speed to 300 kilometers per hour."
Your everyday experiences show you a bit about God and who He is
and what He can do. Our adventure of earth travel came the day God
allowed us to breathe the air of earth. This adventure is travelled to
show us greater adventures beyond and above what we see. In the one
city of Madrid and its surrounding area is six million people. That gives
us a small picture of how many people God has created and how full
heaven has the potential to be.
The Royal Palace of Heaven will be an amazing thing to see because in
part it has been described in God's Word. If we choose this destination
where God lives we get to be in on this luxury and enjoy it as our place
to live forever. Revelation 21 says: "The foundations of the city walls
were decorated with every kind of precious stone...jasper, sapphire,
emerald, ruby, amethyst. The twelve gates were twelve pearls. The
great street of the city was of gold."
To travel from earth to heaven is a very "fast train." It is just a breath
gone from earth and a breath breathed in heaven. It is as quick as a
breath. This is going to be the city that we "label" our favourite. ~Laura

